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Membrane-bound cellular organelles perform many essential functions, among which the sort-
ing and biochemical maturation of cellular components. Organelles along the secretory and
endocytic pathways are strongly out-of-equilibrium structures, which display large stochastic
fluctuations of composition and shape resulting from inter-organelle exchange and enzymatic
reactions. Understanding how the different molecular mechanisms controlling these processes
are orchestrated to yield robust fluxes of matter and to direct particular components to partic-
ular locations within the cell is an outstanding problem of great interest for cell biologist, but
also for physicists. In this talk, I will discuss a conceptual model of organelle biogenesis and
maintenance that include vesicular exchange (budding, transport, and fusion) and biochemical
maturation, i.e. the change of identity of an organelle over time (early to late endosomes, cis to
trans Golgi cisternaeâĂę). I will show how the non-equilibrium steady-state of an organelle or
a network of organelles may be varied in a controlled manner by modifying a limited number
of coarse-grained parameters (essentially, the budding, fusion and maturation rates) [1, 2] and
discuss the relevance of these results for the structure of the Golgi apparatus [3].

mechanisms and one involving transient compartments undergoing en-block maturation and in
which fusion mechanisms are dispensable for cargo transport. Historically (Malhotra and Mayor,
2006), the ’Vesicular transport’ model postulated that cisternae have fixed identities and cargo pro-
gresses from one cisterna to the next via anterograde vesicular transport, while the ’Cisternal Matu-
ration’ model postulated that cisternae themselves undergo maturation from the cis to the trans-
identity and physically move through the stack, while Golgi resident proteins remain in the stack by
moving toward the cis-face by retrograde vesicular transport. Several extensions of these two mod-
els have been proposed, including cisternal maturation with tubular connections (Trucco et al.,
2004; Rizzo et al., 2013), rapid partitioning within Golgi cisternae between processing and export-
ing sub-compartments (Patterson et al., 2008), or the cisternal progenitor model (Pfeffer, 2010), in
which stable cisternae exchange material by the fusion and fission of sub-compartments defined by
their composition of Rab GTPases, which evolve over time through exchange with the cytosol. The
strengths and weaknesses of these different models are nicely reviewed in Glick and Luini, 2011.
Variations of these models, such as the ‘rim progression’ model also exist (Lavieu et al., 2013). It is
noteworthy that these models do not provide a quantitative analysis of the generation and mainte-
nance of Golgi compartments, nor do they attempt to relate the Golgi structure (number and size of
compartments) and transport dynamics. Therefore, much remains unknown regarding the mecha-
nisms that dictate the organisation and dynamics of the Golgi.

Although there is a large diversity in Golgi structures and dynamics among different species, the
physiological function of the organelle as a sorting and processing hub is common to all species,
suggesting that important mechanisms controlling Golgi dynamics are conserved. Works in evolu-
tionary biology and biophysics have attempted to describe these mechanisms (Klute et al., 2011;
Sens and Rao, 2013). Different classes of mathematical models have been proposed, from models
of vesicle budding and fusion based on rate equations (Binder et al., 2009; Ispolatov and Müsch,

Figure 1. Model of golgi structure and transport. (A) Top: classical representation of the structure of the Golgi, showing some of the important protein

actors. The three main membrane identities are shown in different colors (cis: blue, medial: orange, trans: green): ER = Endoplasmic Reticulum,

ERGIC = ER Golgi intermediate Compartment, TGN = Trans Golgi-Network, PM = Plasma Membrane. Bottom: Sketches of the four main models of

Golgi transport (see text). (B) Our quantitative model of Golgi self-organisation. The left boundary is the ER, composed of a cis-membrane identity, and

the right boundary is the TGN, composed of a trans-membrane identity. Golgi compartments self-organise via three stochastic mechanisms: Fusion: (1)

All compartments can aggregate using homotypic fusion mechanisms: the fusion rate is higher between compartment of similar identities. (2) Each

compartment can exit the system by fusing homotypically with the boundaries. Budding: (3) Each compartment larger than a vesicle can create a vesicle

by losing a patch of membrane. Biochemical conversion: (4) Each patch of membrane undergoes a conversion from a cis to a trans-identity. New cis-

vesicles (0) bud from the ER at a constant rate. In the sketch, the boundaries also contain neutral (gray) membrane species that dilute their identity

(impact of this dilution in Appendix 7).
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Figure 2. Steady-state of the self-organized model of Golgi apparatus. (A) Size distribution of compartments for a

biochemical conversion rate km ¼ 1 and different values of the budding rate kb. The red bar shows the

characteristic compartment size. (B) Phase diagram of the size of the compartments as the function of kb and km.

Black lines: theoretical prediction (Equations 4,6) (C) Phase diagram of the purity of the system as a function of kb
and km. Dashed line is km ¼ kb, black lines are a theoretical prediction (see Appendix 3). (D) System snapshots for

km ¼ 1 showing the mixed regime (square - kb ¼ 10"2), the sorted regime (triangle - kb ¼ 1), and the vesicular

regime (circle - kb ¼ 102) - see text. (E) Average compartment purity as a function of their average size, obtained

by varying the budding rate kb for km ¼ 1 (black dots: simulation results – gray line: guide for the eyes). For all

panels, aER ¼ aTGN ¼ 1. See also Appendix 5 for further characterizations of the steady-state organisation,

Figure 2 continued on next page
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Fig. 1: Left: Stochastic self-organisation model for the Golgi apparatus. Right: three examples of
non-equilibrium steady-states
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